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Cookin’ Fun 
Which recipe requires sugar?   
Which recipe requires a refrigerated item?  
How much is:  ½ cup unsalted butter, 1 cup all-purpose flour + 1½ cup instant rice?  
In ‘Rules for the Kitchen’, what is rule #5?   
 
 
All About Michigan 
When did the robin become Michigan’s state bird?   
Which other states have the robin as their state bird?   
What does the word “fledge” mean?   
What color are robin eggs?  
 
 
Down on the Farm 
What is the name for a male chicken?   
What is the name of a female chicken?  
What is the name of young chickens?   
Besides white, what other colors can chicken eggs come in?  
 
 
Math Adventures 
Write a division sentence for the ‘cups’?   
In the box of apples at the top, how many groups would you have if you had 10 apples per group?  How many 
left over?   
 
 
Science Fun 
On which continent is the shortest mountain?   
What is the highest mountain in the United States?   
What is the tallest mountain in our solar system?   
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Sports and Fitness 
How many designs are shown for hopscotch?  
How many ways can your turn end in hopscotch?   
 
 
Travel with Us 
Beside white, what are the other colors of the Brazilian flag?   
What is the capital of Brazil? 
How many other countries in South America are bigger than Brazil?   
What major river flows through Brazil?   
What is Brazil’s official language?   
 
 
Spotlight on Health 
How many incisors are labeled in the picture?   
What causes pertussis?   
What is plaque?   
Why is plaque bad?   
How often should you brush your teeth?   
How long should you brush?   
 
 
Visit the Wildside 
How many countries are part of the Amazon Rain Forest?   
What are the three animals highlighted on this page?   
What does ‘nocturnal’ mean?   
 
 
 


